European Forum for Disaster Risk Reduction

2010 meetings and events

January  - Constituting meeting Chair, Co-Chair and UN-ISDR Geneva

February - Cairo PPRD South Training Workshop on “Disaster Risk Reduction: Mechanisms, Tools and Methodologies in the field of Civil Protection” Chair presented EFDRR and the Swedish work in the field of DRR and our National Platform for DRR as an example

March    - Friends of Chairs meeting to plan for the yearly meeting, events 2010 and how to run the work (hosted by Council of Europe- EUR-OPA)

April    - DG meeting Sweden and Russian Federation where Chair presented the idea of EFDRR, the Swedish platform as an example and invited EMERCOM to the first meeting of EFDRR

May      - Chair intensive period as member of the Advisory group for HFA Mid Term Review

May      - Nice, France, EuroMed European research issues related to DRREC (UN-ISDR)
EFDRR Activities – 2010

May  - EFDRR and Swedish platform presented at the special session on European NPs at the Global Risk Forum at the 3rd International Disaster and Risk Conference IDRC, Davos (Chair EFDRR, UN-ISDR, Council of Europe, UNESCO)

June  - Washington D.C. The Understanding Risk Forum including the conference Understanding Risk: Innovation in Disaster Risk Assessment (Co-Chair)

July - Brussels: Presented EFDRR at EC-UNISDR International Workshop on reducing water-related risks in Europe (Co-Chair)

Sept. - Skopje, meeting to finalise prep. of yearly meeting and the turn over the chairmanship EFDRR (Chair and Co-Chair)

Sept. - 12th ministerial Session of the European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement, St Petersburg, Swedish example of NP was presented (CoE, UNISDR, Chair)

Several telephone meetings, e-mail exchange…